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SUBJECT INDEX OF RECOMMENDED CHANGES
Pursuant to Rule 14.3(b) of the California Public Utilities Commission’s (Commission’s)
Rules of Practice and Procedure, Southern California Edison Company (SCE) provides the
following Subject Index of Recommended Changes in support of its Comments on the July 22,
2020 Proposed Decision Renewing the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC):

1
2
3
4



Utility administration of EPIC is crucial to integrating these technologies.
Such administration directly supports California’s energy and environmental policies,
and results in significant value to customers. Given the crucial role grid integration
demonstrations play in supporting key energy and environmental policies and in light
of the benefits that utility-administered EPIC investments are yielding, SCE
respectfully submits that the PD be modified to continue the Utilities as EPIC
Administrators along with the CEC.1



SCE requests the opportunity to demonstrate compliance with the administrative
improvements proposed for EPIC III projects in the Research Administration Plan
(RAP) Application and approved by the Commission, as well as the administrative
recommendations that will be discussed in Phase 2.2



The Commission grant the Utilities the opportunity to provide an EPIC Benefits
Report, which would: (1) share the forecast benefits for the Utilities’ EPIC III
projects; and (2) provide an update on the Utilities’ assessment of the benefits that
have resulted (or are forecast to result from) their EPIC I and EPIC II projects. SCE
recommends that the Commission direct the Utilities to file their respective EPIC
Benefits Reports 30 days from the date of these opening comments. (In other words,
the Utilities would file their EPIC Benefits Reports no later than September 10,
2020.)3



If needed, the Commission should place a hold on the proposed decision to have the
time it needs to consider SCE’s recommendations and review SCE’s proposed
Benefits Report.4



If the Utilities are fully reinstated as Administrators, then SCE will volunteer to take a
prospective temporary reduction for EPIC IV of between 10 percent and 20 percent
during the COVID pandemic. This voluntary reduction would apply to the EPIC IV
Phase rather than the EPIC III Phase, since projects are nearing conclusion in Phase

PD Comments, at p. 2.
PD Comments, at p. 2.
PD Comments, at pp. 2 and 10.
PD Comments, at pp. 3 and 10.

III and reductions cannot be reasonably accommodated at this near end-stage of the
project work.5

5

PD Comments, at p. 3.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to the California Public Utilities Commission’s (Commission or CPUC) Rule
14.3(b) of the CPUC’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, Southern California Edison Company
(SCE) respectfully submits the following opening comments to Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
Glegola’s July 22, 2020 Proposed Decision (PD) for Phase 1 of the Electric Program Investment
Charge (EPIC) Rulemaking.
II.
DISCUSSION
A.

Utility Administration is Critical to the Success of EPIC
SCE supports the PD’s conclusion to renew the EPIC program for ten years through

December 31, 2030, utilizing two five-year investment plan cycles (EPIC 4 and EPIC 5).6
To achieve California’s energy policy goals, such as increasing Renewables Portfolio Standards

6

PD Ordering Paragraph 1, at p. 27.

1

(RPS) to 50% by 20307 and 100% renewable and zero carbon resources by 2045,8 as well as
environmental goals, such as greenhouse gas emission reductions of 40% below 1990 levels by
2030,9 the electric grid must become more adaptable and flexible. Increasing grid capabilities is
critical to supporting these energy and environmental policy goals by integrating distributed,
clean resources onto the grid, in order to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric service for
customers and communities.
While the PD renews the EPIC program, SCE believes the PD errs in deferring “to Phase
2 of this proceeding the role the Utilities will play going forward.”10 EPIC is currently the only
utility program where new, pre-commercial grid technologies are demonstrated to determine
their usefulness and reliability and where utilities can test how to safely, reliably, and affordably
integrate these technologies onto the grid.11 Utility administration of EPIC is crucial to
integrating these technologies. Such administration directly supports California’s energy and
environmental policies, and results in significant value to customers. Given the crucial role grid
integration demonstrations play in supporting key energy and environmental policies and in light
of the benefits that utility-administered EPIC investments are yielding,12 SCE respectfully
submits that the PD be modified to continue the Utilities as EPIC Administrators along with the
CEC.
SCE requests the opportunity to demonstrate compliance with the administrative
improvements proposed for EPIC III projects in the Research Administration Plan (RAP)
Application,13 which was approved by the Commission,14 as well as the administrative

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

California, Senate Bill (SB) 350.
California, SB 100.
California, Assembly Bill (AB) 398.
PD, at p. 21.
D.12-05-037, OP 17 at p. 106.
PD, at pp. 11-12.
A.19-04-026.
D.20-02-003.
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recommendations that will be discussed in Phase 2.15 SCE recommends that as part of Phase 2,
the Commission direct the Energy Division to lead an assessment of the Utilities’ EPIC III
projects to determine compliance with the RAP Application. If needed, the Commission should
place a hold on the proposed decision to have the time it needs to consider SCE’s
recommendations.
SCE administers EPIC for the benefit of our customers, and we recognize the current
economic hardships that the global corona virus (COVID) pandemic has caused to them.
To support affordability while protecting the critical role of Utility Administrators, SCE offers
the following for the Commission’s consideration: if the Utilities are fully reinstated as
Administrators, then SCE will volunteer to take a prospective temporary reduction of between 10
percent and 20 percent during the COVID pandemic. This voluntary reduction would apply to
the EPIC IV Phase rather than the EPIC III Phase, since projects are nearing conclusion in Phase
III and reductions cannot be reasonably accommodated at this near end-stage of the project work.
The reduction could be revisited at an appropriate time (to be determined by the Commission)
when the pandemic has concluded or the virus is substantially under control in California.
SCE welcomes further discussion of budget changes as the Commission has requested as part of
Phase 2 of this Rulemaking.16
B.

SCE’s EPIC Administration Provides Significant Benefits
As the operators of the electric grid, the Utilities are uniquely qualified to understand

how to identify grid needs, as well as safely, reliably and affordably integrate distributed, clean
energy resources for the benefit of their customers. Since EPIC is funded by utility customers
and the purpose of EPIC is to fund public interest investments for the benefit of utility
customers,17 it is critical the Utilities remain Administrators and retain the ability to demonstrate

15
16
17

PD, at p. 24.
PD, at p. 23.
D.12-05-037, at p. 2.
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pre-commercial technologies in the utility operating environment to help ensure that the most
useful and cost-effective technologies are adopted for the benefit of utility customers. The PD
substantiates the value to customers from the Utilities’ EPIC administration by referencing the
Commission’s approval decision of the Utilities’ EPIC III Investment Plans:18
[T]he Commission expressly stated that it was “pleased with the
progress and achievements of the EPIC program to date,
particularly in light of the fact that most investments only began
several years ago,” extremely recent in R&D terms.
The Commission concluded that “while more can and will be done
to improve program administration and investment planning, a
solid foundation has been created upon which we can build
further.19
C.

Ramifications of Not Having the Utilities Remain as Administrators
The PD errs by not considering the extensive record of Utility value and support of

energy and environmental policies, as well as key CPUC proceedings, before it summarily
eliminates the Utilities as Administrators and defers the Utilities’ (presumably nonadministrative) involvement until Phase 2.
1.

Reduced Support for Energy & Environmental Policy Goals & Key CPUC
Proceedings

The Utilities’ EPIC projects directly support key California energy and environmental
goals of paramount importance to the Commission, such as integrating distributed energy
resources (including in disadvantaged communities), enabling customer choice, fostering energy
storage, spurring the electrification of transportation, addressing climate change impacts, and
mitigating the risk and impact of wildfires. The Utilities’ demonstrations provide operationally
and economically valuable experience with pre-commercial technologies so that we can

18
19

D.18-10-052.
PD, at p. 6.
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determine the potential for integrating these technologies onto the grid. Absent direct EPIC
funding for the utilities, SCE would essentially no longer be able to demonstrate these grid
technologies that help support the provision of safe, affordable, clean and reliable electric
service, as well as solve emerging environmental challenges (e.g., climate change and wildfire
mitigation) and operational opportunities (e.g., DER integration and customer choice).
Moreover, the absence of EPIC funds would also limit SCE’s ability to support
advancing electric standards efforts, which in turn facilitates the achievement of California’s
energy and environmental goals. SCE would consequently have a lesser ability to help support
priority issues for the CPUC. In the past, SCE EPIC demonstrations have bolstered the
distributed resources plan by helping to achieve pilot requirements.20 Currently, EPIC III
demonstrations are supporting such key energy issues as microgrids, and SCE’s Smart Cities
demonstration will be a community microgrid for resiliency purposes in a disadvantaged
community (DAC). Additionally, SCE’s Cybersecurity for Industrial Control Systems and
Energy System Cybersecurity Posturing builds on the cybersecurity results of the California
Energy Systems for the 21st Century Program.
If the utilities lose the flexibility and efficiency of being Administrators, the Commission
would be less able to leverage grid integration and operations demonstrations to help find the
right technological solutions to address climate change and wildfire mitigation.
These types of efforts simply cannot be conducted without EPIC funding and utility
administration. The utilities require dedicated funding to plan for and conduct these types of
demonstrations and investments, which are uniquely positioned to serve as the path to market for
the results. Moreover, certain project results cannot be publicly disseminated if they are to
remain deployable (e.g., cybersecurity). Eliminating utility administration of EPIC severely
constrains SCE’s ability to pursue such improvements.

20

DRP, Demonstration D requirements were achieved through SCE’s EPIC Integrated Grid Project.
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2.

Continued Success of the EPIC Depends on the CEC and Utilities Continuing
to Administer Complementary Programs

The CEC and the Utilities administer complementary programs, and working together as
co-Administrators helps maximize efforts to solve the emerging environmental challenges and
operational opportunities for the grid. The CEC’s administration of EPIC helps address
emerging environmental challenges by obtaining project results that have provided additional
and more granular data to help mitigate wildfires and climate change impacts. The CEC’s
administration of EPIC also aids in increasing the use and penetration of distributed energy
resources, by advancing applied research and pre-commercial technologies, and thereby
increasing customer choice.
The Utilities carefully incorporate the results of the CEC’s work addressing the changing
environment and distributed energy resources, such as better environmental data and
advancements in distributed energy resources into grid integration demonstrations (e.g., SCE’s
EPIC III projects: Wildfire Prevention & Resiliency Technologies Demonstration,21
Next Generation Distribution Automation Phase III,22 and Beyond Lithium-Ion Energy Storage
Demonstration23). The Utilities also focus EPIC work in areas, such as grid planning, grid
operations and cybersecurity, pertaining to critical grid infrastructure and customer accounts,
which the CEC is precluded from working on due to its status as a public agency and its
fiduciary responsibility to make all results public (with no means for confidentiality protections).
SCE is very optimistic about the potential to further strengthen these complementary ties
between the CEC and the Utilities’ EPIC programs through the Policy + Innovation Coordination
Group (PICG). The PICG Coordinator has selected the following areas of partnership:


21
22
23

Equity,

RAP Application, Appendix E, at pp. E-1-2.
EPIC III Investment Plan, A.17-05-005, Appendix A, at p. A-9.
RAP Application, Appendix E, at pp. E-3-4.
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Wildfire mitigation,



Transportation electrification, and



Public safety power shutoff.

SCE looks forward to working on these PICG areas of partnership and identifying project
synergies among Administrators, as well as the potential for the Administrators to develop joint
projects. However, without being an Administrator and having the associated funding, SCE’s
ability to work with the PICG would be jeopardized, because there would be no means to
compensate the Utilities for spending time and resources on the PICG’s partnership areas.
If the Utilities are no longer Administrators, we can expect to see less adoption of
technologies, because the demonstrations would lack a means for demonstrating grid integration,
which includes extensive safety tests and evaluations of technologies before deploying them on
the grid. Consequently, the results of EPIC work would lack the integration details and
complexities for which the Utilities possess in-depth expertise, given our role as operators of the
grid. This will inevitably result in a lower quality of project results. Moreover, even if Utilities
were able to provide the CEC with specific guidance on the grid integration demonstrations
being currently conducted, it would slow the speed of demonstrations and result in a smaller
volume of project results, compared to the current portfolios of work completed by the Utilities
from their EPIC I and EPIC II Investment Plans. A slower speed and smaller volume of results
would negatively affect the quality of support for California energy and environmental policies,
as well as key Commission proceedings.
3.

Negative Financial Impacts to SCE’s Small, Diverse Businesses

The absence of Utilities as EPIC Administrators would also have a negative impact to our
small, diverse businesses. During 2019, SCE “spent nearly $1 million with diverse businesses in

7

support of SCE’s EPIC demonstration projects.”24 Over the course of EPIC, SCE has spent
$20 million with our small, diverse business partners.25 “These diverse businesses conducted
studies and provided data and communication, as well as specialized computing equipment
services”26 in support of SCE’s EPIC Portfolios.
4.

Negative Outreach & Engagement Impacts to SCE’s Most Vulnerable
Customers in Disadvantaged Communities

SCE supports the Commission’s efforts to help DACs be able to pro-actively participate
in, provide community feedback on, and directly benefit from EPIC investments. SCE’s EPIC
technology labs in Westminster and Pomona (where SCE’s EPIC demonstrations take place) are
located in DACs. Additionally, in the RAP Application, the Utilities proposed engaging in
additional stakeholder outreach by conducting a public engagement prior to the launch of
projects.27 These public engagements, coupled with two workshops focused on DACs,28 help
provide a voice and a means for DACs to proactively participate in demonstrations that directly
benefit their communities, and if the demonstration is successful, would lead to further
deployment on the grid in DAC locations. If the Utilities were no longer Administrators, it would
negatively impact SCE’s technology labs and EPIC demonstrations and other investments, which
are sited in DACs. Moreover, not having the Utilities remain as EPIC Administrators removes a
critical means of engagement for DACs in SCE’s service territory to participate in these local,
public workshops and have a voice in EPIC investments by providing direct feedback to SCE
and the Commission on how EPIC investments are (or are not) benefiting local communities.

24
25
26
27
28

Supplier Diversity 2019 Annual Report/2020 Annual Plan at p. 19 (submitted to the CPUC on or
about March 1, 2020).
Total of $20 million represents SCE’s spend with small, diverse businesses in support of EPIC
projects from 2013-2019, as documented in the Supplier Diversity Annual Reports.
Ibid.
A.19-04-026 at. pp. 13-14.
D.18-10-052, Conclusion of Law 15 at p. 150.
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D.

It is Premature to Exclude the Utilities from Being Administrators
The Commission’s decision approving the Utilities’ EPIC III Investment Plans directed

the Utilities to file a joint RAP that describes the Utilities’ approaches to implementing
improvements to the administration of their respective EPIC programs.29 The EPIC III Decision
deferred recommendations that the Utilities could not immediately implement until the
subsequent rulemaking, which would address the most appropriate means for implementing these
recommendations.30 The Utilities’ joint RAP Application31 provided administrative
improvement proposals, including the Utilities’ respective approaches to benefits quantification.
The Commission approved the Utilities’ joint RAP Application on February 10, 2020.32
The PD expresses concerns over the Utilities’ abilities to provide quantifiable benefits to
ratepayers, stating “Less clear, however, are the benefits of the projects administered by the
utility administrators.”33 The PD concludes that, because of these concerns over quantifiable
benefits, “we do not continue the utilities’ role as administrators,”34 deferring the nature of any
continued Utility involvement with the EPIC program to Phase 2 of the rulemaking.
Based on the merits of the administrative improvements included in the Utilities’ RAP
Application, the timing of the Commission’s RAP decision, and the timing of the PD, SCE
believes that the PD errs because the conclusion reached in the PD is premature and fails to
provide the Utilities with sufficient opportunity to demonstrate their implementation of the
administrative processes approved by this Commission less than six months ago. In the narrow
timeframe since the Commission approved the Utilities’ RAP Application in February 2020,
none of the Utilities’ respective EPIC III projects have had the opportunity to reach the
completion stage.
29
30
31
32
33
34

D.18-10-052, at OP 5.
D.18-10-052, Appendix B at pp. 1-6.
A.19-04-026.
D.20-02-003.
PD, at p. 16.
PD, at p. 16.
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As the Commission’s RAP Decision notes, SCE’s response for benefits quantification
“was most complete, stating that ‘the Project Manager and technical team should attempt to
identify and describe the expected benefits and develop a plan for denominating and measuring
the benefits during project execution,’ and goes on to describe this process step by step in
detail.”35 SCE has prepared a detailed benefits quantification assessment and project
management plan for each active EPIC III project approved after the Commission’s approval of
Utilities’ joint RAP Application. These assessments provide clear evidence that SCE has in fact
made substantial progress in quantifying benefits.
SCE proposes that the Commission grant the Utilities the opportunity to provide an EPIC
Benefits Report, which would: (1) share the forecast benefits for the Utilities’ EPIC III projects;
and (2) provide an update on the Utilities’ assessment of the benefits that have resulted (or are
forecast to result from) their EPIC I and EPIC II projects.36 SCE recommends that the
Commission direct the Utilities to file their respective EPIC Benefits Reports 30 days from the
date of the Commission’s direction. SCE further recommends that the Commission hold the PD,
if needed, until it has reviewed and considered the Utilities’ respective EPIC Benefits Reports.
III.
CONCLUSION
SCE appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Phase 1 PD. SCE urges the
PD be modified to reinstate the Utilities’ longstanding role as EPIC Administrators as part of
Phase 1 of this rulemaking. SCE also asks that the Commission give the Utilities a reasonable
and fair opportunity to demonstrate their compliance with the Commission-approved joint
Utilities’ RAP application. This would include incorporating SCE’s recommendations for
program evaluations for Phase 2 of this rulemaking, as described above and as listed in Appendix

35
36

D.20-02-003, at p. 21.
Please see Appendix B to these comments, which is SCE’s proposed template for the Benefits Report,
as well as one illustrative example.
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A to these comments. SCE welcomes further opportunities to collaborate with stakeholders,
including the CEC, so that the EPIC program can continue to provide meaningful benefits to our
customers and communities and help us make the right choices for California’s energy future.
If needed, the Commission should place a hold on the proposed decision to have the time it needs
to consider SCE’s recommendations.

Respectfully submitted,
CLAIRE TORCHIA
KRIS VYAS
GLORIA ING
/s/ Gloria Ing
By: Gloria Ing
Attorneys for
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770
Telephone:
(626) 302-1999
E-mail:
Gloria.Ing@sce.com
August 11, 2020
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Appendix A
SCE’s Proposed Modifications to Findings, Conclusions, and Orders

SCE’S PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDERS

Reference
Page 26, New Finding of Fact

Page 26, New Finding of Fact

Page 26, New Finding of Fact

Page 26, New Finding of Fact

Page 26, New Conclusion of Law

Page 26, New Conclusion of Law

Proposed Modification
Finding of Fact 6: There is evidence that the
utilities’ administration of the EPIC Program
will likely continue to result in quantifiable
benefits to ratepayers. Utilities are a direct path
to market for the deployment of EPIC
technologies. Utilities are a direct path to
market for the deployment of EPIC
technologies.
Finding of Fact 7: In Decision 20-02-003, the
Commission approved the joint utility Research
Administration Plan Application, which details
each utility’s approach to addressing specific
recommendations from the Evergreen
Evaluation Report and Commission Decision
18-10-052. The utilities are implementing the
requirements of Decision 18-10-052, but
require a reasonable amount of time to
demonstrate improvement.
Finding of Fact 8: There may be a need to
approve bridge funding for the utilities to
ensure project continuity and continued support
of the EPIC, including participation in the
Policy + Innovation Coordination Group.
Finding of Fact 9: To support their customers
and reduce rate impacts in light of the COVID19 emergency, SCE proposed a voluntary cut
of its program budget of between 10% and 20%
until such time that such a reduction is no
longer necessary. This will be revisited after
any bridge funding has been exhausted.
Conclusion of Law 7: Consistent with existing
practice, once approved, the IOUs will follow
previous Commission direction in executing
their investment plans.
Conclusion of Law 8: Energy Division will
lead an assessment of the Utilities’ EPIC III
projects to determine compliance with

A-1

Reference

Proposed Modification
Commission Decision 20-02-003 (Research
Administration Plan Application).

Page 27, Revised Ordering Paragraph 3

Page 27, Revised Ordering Paragraph 5

Page 28, Revised Ordering Paragraph 7

Ordering Paragraph 3: The California Energy
Commission shall have an annual Electric
Program Investment Charge budget of $147.26
million and the utilities shall have a shared
annual Electric Program Investment Charge
budget of $36.82 million, with the ability to
propose to adjust its budget for its 2026-2030
investment plan by the rate of inflation.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E),
San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E),
and Southern California Edison Company
(SCE) shall collect funding for the Electric
Program Investment Charge (EPIC) in the total
amount of $185 million annually beginning
January 1, 2021 and continuing through
December 31, 2030, unless otherwise ordered
or adjusted in the future by the Commission.
The total collection amount shall be adjusted on
January 1, 2026 commensurate with the
average change in the Consumer Price Index,
specifically the Consumer Price Index for
Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers for
the third quarter, for the previous three years.
No later than 30 days after the effective date of
this decision, PG&E, SDG&E, and SCE shall
each file a Tier 1 Advice Letter modifying their
tariff sheets to reflect the EPIC surcharge in
accordance with this decision and to authorize
them to record authorized EPIC budgets and
expenditures and to collect the EPIC funds
through December 31, 2030 or as otherwise
authorized by the Commission.
The California Energy Commission and the
utilities shall file their Electric Program
Investment Charge (EPIC) 4 and EPIC 5
investment plans as applications for
Commission consideration on October 1, 2021
and October 1, 2025, respectively. Those
applications shall be served on the service list

A-2

Reference

Proposed Modification
for this proceeding and the service lists for each
utility’s pending or most recent general rate
case.

A-3

Appendix B
Proposed Template for Benefits Report and Illustrative Example

[Provide introduction and overview, including major highlights of substantial quantified benefits,
standards influenced, etc.]

Project

Market
Products
Influenced

Benefits2

Industry
Standards
Informed1

GRC
Capital
Requested

Increase
Safety3

Improve
Reliability








Quantified

Reduce Costs

Complementary
Benefits

EPIC I
1. Integrated Grid Project



2. Portable End-to-End Test System
3. Superconducting Transformer
Demo
4. Dynamic Line Rating Demo
5. Volt/VAR Control of SCE
Transmission System
6. Distribution Planning Tool
7. Wide-Area Reliability
Management & Control
8. SA-3 Phase III Demo
9. State Estimation Using Phasor
Measurement Technologies
10. Beyond the Meter: Customer
Device Communications
11. Distributed Optimized Storage

Table to be
completed for EPIC
Benefits Report

12. Outage Management and
Customer Voltage Data Analytics
Demo
13. Enhanced Infrastructure
Technology Evaluation
14. Regulatory Mandates:
Submetering Enablement
15. Cyber-Intrusion Auto-Response
and Policy Management System
16. Next-Generation Distribution
Automation

1
2

3

SCE plans to interpret Industry Standards Informed to include electric utility industry standards (e.g.,
IEC, IEEE, etc.), regulatory requirements, and internal SCE standards.
The benefits summarized within this table are consistent with D.12-05-037, Ordering Paragraph 2,
which states “The primary and mandatory guiding principle of the Electric Program Investment
Charge shall be to provide electricity ratepayer benefits, defined as promoting greater reliability,
lower costs, and increased safety, with the following complementary guiding principles: a. Societal
benefits; b. Greenhouse gas emissions mitigation and adaptation in the electricity sector at the lowest
possible cost; c. The loading order; d. Low-emission vehicles/transportation; e. Economic
development; and f. Efficient use of ratepayer monies.”
SCE plans to interpret the Increase Safety category to include worker and public safety, resiliency, as
well as physical and cybersecurity.

B-1

The following entry for the Integrated Grid Project represents an illustrative and partially complete
example of what SCE proposes for this document.

1.

Integrated Grid Project (IGP)
The IGP demonstrated the next generation grid infrastructure necessary to manage,
operate, and optimize the grid with high penetrations of distributed energy resources.
Standards Influenced: The project provided the foundation and architecture for SCE's
Grid Modernization program as well as DRP Demonstrations C, D and E, which has
helped to inform California’s approach to integrating DERs into the planning process for
California’s investor-owned utilities. The architecture included an Operational Service
Bus (OSB) to facilitate a system of systems approach for a future production environment
where new applications could be integrated using a common framework. This approach
could lay the foundation to integrate with both new and legacy systems. The project
identified the vendor maturity for Distributed Energy Resource Management System
(DERMS) functionality, FAN radio architecture and communications with 3rd parties.
GRC Capital Request: The IGP directly informed SCE’s Grid Management System
(GMS) capital project, which was included in SCE’s 2018 and 2021 GRC requests.
SCE used all the technical requirements developed for the IGP GMS and included them
in the set of GMS requirements. SCE also included the IGP architecture within the
requirements included in the GMS RFP. A key GMS function is Fault Location, Isolation
and Service Restoration (FLISR). The IGP included a lab demonstration of a DERMS
solution. This project resulted in lessons that substantially informed development of
SCE’s technical requirements for the DERMS being deployed on SCE’s production
system as part of the GMS deployment.
Benefits:
A. Increase Safety

The GMS will enable advanced grid management capabilities that will reduce the number
of customers impacted by outages, outage frequency, and outage duration. This means
that SCE customers responsible for maintaining the safety, security and health of those
living in SCE’s service territory will experience fewer and shorter periods without
electric service. The architecture developed through IGP will enable the GMS to
implement an application for identifying downed energized conductors, allowing SCE to
de-energize the impacted circuit segments more quickly, thereby reducing potential
safety and wildfire ignition hazards.
B. Improve Reliability

SCE forecasts that GMS FLISR will help SCE customers avoid approximately 300
million CMI by 2030, an estimated value to customers of $471 million. SCE forecasts
that the DERMS will provide $134 million in reliability benefits by 2030 based on its
ability to help resolve “masked load” concerns associated with DERs.
C. Complementary Benefits

The GMS will include DER management capabilities that enable integration of DERs
into SCE’s grid and enable them to provide grid services. This will support California’s
clean energy policy targets and empower customers to more fully realize the benefits of
their investments.
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2.

Portable End-to-End Test System
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

3.

Superconducting Transformer Demo
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

4.

Dynamic Line Rating Demo
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
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Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

5.

Volt/VAR Control of SCE Transmission System
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

6.

Distribution Planning Tool
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
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Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

7.

Wide-Area Reliability Management & Control
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

8.

SA-3 Phase III Demo
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
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B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

9.

State Estimation Using Phasor Measurement Technologies
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

10.

Beyond the Meter: Customer Device Communications
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]
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11.

Distributed Optimized Storage (DOS)
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

12.

Outage Management and Customer Voltage Data Analytics Demonstration
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

13.

Enhanced Infrastructure Technology Evaluation
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
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Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

14.

Regulatory Mandates: Submetering Enablement Demonstration
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

15.

Cyber-Intrusion Auto-Response and Policy Management Systems (CAPMS)
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
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Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]

16.

Next-Generation Distribution Automation
[Insert high level narrative description of what the project consisted of (2-5 sentences).]
Market Influence: [Insert description of how the project influenced the market
development of related product offerings.]
Standards Influence: [Insert narrative description of how the project informed and
influenced industry standards (identify which standards and which forums/channels for
influence).]
GRC Capital Request: [Identify any GRC capital requests that resulted from the project
(year, volume, amount).]
Benefits: [Identify and describe any customer benefits that resulted from the project
(either directly or indirectly due to the project’s influence on an associated capital
project). To the extend benefits have been quantified, include them here.]
A. Increase Safety [include description here.]
B. Improve Reliability [include description here.]
C. Reduce Costs [include description here.]
D. Complementary Benefits [include description here.]
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Order Instituting Rulemaking on the
Commission’s Own Motion to Consider
Renewal of the Electric Program Investment
Charge Program.

R.19-10-005

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that, pursuant to the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,
I have this day served a true copy of COMMENTS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
EDISON COMPANY (U 338-E) ON ALJ GLEGOLA'S JULY 22, 2020 PROPOSED
DECISION RENEWING THE ELECTRIC PROGRAM INVESTMENT CHARGE
PROGRAM on all parties identified on the attached service list(s) R.19-10-005. Service was
effected by one or more means indicated below:
☒

Transmitting the copies via e-mail to all parties who have provided an e-mail address.

☒

Causing the copies to be sent via U.S. Mail to the offices of the ALJ(s) or other
addressee(s).
ALJ Thomas J. Glegola
California Public Utilities Commission
Division of ALJs, Room 5041
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102-3214

Executed on August 11, 2020, at Rosemead, California.
/s/ Regina Coburn
Regina Coburn
Legal Administrative Assistant, Senior Support
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770
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Parties
KRIS G. VYAS
ATTORNEY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE, / PO BOX 800
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
FOR: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY

JASON ANDERSON
PRESIDENT & CEO
CLEANTECH SAN DIEGO
2159 INDIA STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
FOR: CLEANTECH SAN DIEGO

ERICA L. MARTIN
SR. ATTORNEY
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT, CP32B
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123-1530
FOR: SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

CRAIG PERKINS
PRESIDENT & EXE. DIR
THE ENERGY COALITION
47 DISCOVERY, STE. 250
IRVINE, CA 92618-1464
FOR: THE ENERGY COALITION

VANESSA BALDWIN
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
LEGAL DIVISION
ROOM 5029
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214
FOR: PUBLIC ADVOCATES OFFICE

MOHIT CHHABRA
SR. SCIENTIST
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
111 SUTTER STREET, 21ST FL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94104
FOR: NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
(NRDC)

SEAN RANDOLPH
EXE. DIR
BAY AREA SCIENCE & INNOVATION CONSORTIUM
353 SACRAMENTO ST., STE. 1000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111
FOR: BAY AREA SCIENCE AND INNOVATION

ERIK B. JACOBSON
DIR - REGULATORY RELATIONS
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE ST., MC B23A / PO BOX 770000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94177
FOR: PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
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CONSORTIUM (BASIC)
LULIA A. LEVIN
EXE. DIR
BIOENERGY ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA
PO BOX 6184
ALBANY, CA 94706
FOR: BIOENERGY ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA

ANDREW G. CAMPBELL
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
ENERGY INSTITUTE AT HAAS
247F UNIVERSITY HALL
BERKELY, CA 94720
FOR: PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH ADVOCATES

GABRIEL HERRERA, ESQ.
OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
1516 NINTH STREET, MS 14
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814-5512
FOR: CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION

ALLIE DETRIO
CONSULTANT
735 NORTH ALBERTA STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97217
FOR: WISEWOOD ENERGY

Information Only
ABBIE LAUGTUG
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, CA

00000

ALI MOAZED
SR. MGR
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, CA 00000

BRIDGET HORAN
CPUC - PUBLIC ADVOCATES OFFICE
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, CA 00000

CAN ANBARLILAR
PRODUCT MGR
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, CA 00000

MARTIN KURTOVICH
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, AA 00000

SAMANTHA WEAVER
PRINCIPAL REGULATORY ANALYST
EAST BAY COMMUNITY ENERGY
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, CA 00000

YVONNE YANG
CASE MGR - REGULATORY
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, CA 00000

MRW & ASSOCIATES, LLC.
EMAIL ONLY
EMAIL ONLY, CA 00000

DANIEL W. DOUGLASS
ATTORNEY
DOUGLASS & LIDDELL
4766 PARK GRANADA, SUITE 209
CALABASAS, CA 91302

AARON RENFRO
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE.
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770

JOHN MINNICUCCI
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVENUE
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770

LEGAL ADMIN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE. / PO BOX 800
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
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OWEN KEHOE GOLDSTROM
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVENUE
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770

AMANDA FORNELLI
SENIOR CONSULTANT
2R GROUP
30453 DENDY SKY LANE
VALLEY CENTER, CA 92082

REBECCA GOOLD
MANAGING PARTNER
2R GROUP
30453 DENDY SKY LANE
VALLEY CENTER, CA 92082

CLAY FABER
DIR. CA & FEDERAL REGULATORY
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT, CP32F
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
FOR: SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

SHEWIT WOLDEGIORGIS
MGR - REGULATORY AFFAIRS
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
8330 CENTURY PARK CT., CP32F
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123

JEFF HIRSCH
JAMES J. HIRSCH & ASSOCIATES
12185 PRESILLA ROAD
SANTA ROSA VALLEY, CA 93012-9243

AMY E. MESROBIAN
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY AND OVERSIGHT BRANC
AREA
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214

CHRISTOPHER MYERS
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ELECTRICITY PLANNING & POLICY BRANCH
ROOM 4104
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214

DIETER SMILEY
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY AND OVERSIGHT BRANC
AREA
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214

FREDRIC BECK
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY AND OVERSIGHT BRANC
AREA
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214

KARIN M. HIETA
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ELECTRICITY PLANNING & POLICY BRANCH
ROOM 5010
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214

MARIA SOTERO
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMMISSIONER GUZMAN ACEVES
AREA
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214

THOMAS J. GLEGOLA
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE DIVISION
ROOM 5041
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3214

PETER MILLER
SR. SCIENTIST
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
111 SUTTER STREET, 20TH FL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94104

SERGIO SANCHEZ LOPEZ
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
111 SUTTER, 21ST FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94104

CHRISTOPHER J. WARNER
ATTORNEY
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE STREET, MC B30A, RM 3145
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105
FOR: PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
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DAN GILANI
PRODUCT MGR, PRINCIPAL
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105

CASE COORDINATION
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
PO BOX 770000; MC B23A
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94177

ALEX MORRIS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CALIFORNIA ENERGY STORAGE ALLIANCE
2150 ALLSTON WAY, SUITE 400
BERKELEY, CA 94704

JIM HAWLEY
MGR - STATE & EXTERNAL RELATIONS
LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY
1 CYCLOTRON RD., MS 50A-4119, BLDG 50A
BERKELEY, CA 94720

ALEXANDRA LEUMER
DIR - PUBLIC POLICY
CHARGEPOINT, INC.
254 EAST HACIENDA AVENUE
CAMPBELL, CA 95008

CAROLYN KEHREIN
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SERVICES
2602 CELEBRATION WAY
WOODLAND, CA 95776
FOR: ENERGY USERS FORUM

DAVID ERNE
SUPERVISOR - ENERGY SYSTEMS RESEARCH
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
1516 9TH STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814

JENNY WU
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY AND OVERSIGHT BRANC
300 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814

JONATHAN LAKEY
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY AND OVERSIGHT BRANC
300 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814

LAURIE TEN HOPE
DEPUTY DIR.
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
1516 9TH STREET MS-32
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814

PAMELA DOUGHMAN, PH.D.
RESEARCH / DEVELOPMENT
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
1516 9TH STREET, MS 51
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814

WILLIAM DIETRICH
SENIOR ATTORNEY
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
CHIEF COUNSELâ€™S OFFICE
1516 NINTH STREET, MS-14
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814

LYNN M. HAUG
ELLISON SCHNEIDER HARRIS & DONLAN LLP
2600 CAPITOL AVENUE, SUITE 400
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816

ANDREW B. BROWN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
ELLISON SCHNEIDER HARRIS & DONLAN LLP
2600 CAPITOL AVENUE, SUITE 400
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816-5931
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